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 The  Iconic styles of days gone by….. without the leather. 

 

 

 

 

                        Same look, same cool, made good and made well.  

 

 

 

Premium - Sustainable - Vegan  
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James & Co. are interested to hear from Agents, Distributors and retail partners who 

want to share our message and build the brand in their territory. Our strength is making 

and delivering them, we need your help to sell them!  
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Hi, I’m Anne Hurley. I’m Vegan. James was my son, I named James & Co.  in his 

honour. Since I was 10, seeing  Olivia Newton-John in Grease, like so many I have 

adored and worn this look emanating from the 1950’s which tanned into the ‘60’s, 

punked into the late 70’s,  glitzed into the ‘80’s but as we turned the noughties and I 

turned Vegan I began to want an alternative. The look, style and feel of leather jackets 

but not the harm.  

 Thank you Olivia, I hope you approve. 

              

James & Co. is about cool & classic, sustainable,  ethical & naturally vegan. I started 

with the Biker of course and went from there. Knowledge wise I am at the forefront of 

alternative leather and have been for a decade I also wrote the book on it; Click Here     

               

James & Co. offers a choice of collections from the Vegan to the biodegradable 

depending on the consumers budget and lifestyles. There are no animal skin products 

in our collection. We are Peta approved Vegan and proudly display the logo. But if you 

really want some hardcore green gossip read my book:  

Enough about me, let’s talk jackets: James & Co.  [cool jackets made good].  

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B08P4CK22H?ref_=cm_sw_r_kb_dp_7l1VFbZ34PKVA&tag=kp025-21&linkCode=kpe
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James & Co. IG James&Co (@jamesandcoau) • Instagram photos and videos 

 

 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/jamesandcoau/
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USD W/S USD RRP - GBP W/S GBP RRP– EURO W/S EURO RRP – AUS W/S AUS RRP   

Premium Eco Vegan (PU) Collection Price Guide:  

Style ref                       Fabric                SKU     Wholesale RRP     

 

 

James&Co. offer competitive commissions and distribution discounts and realise they 

differ according to your offering, setup. Above calculated todays rate sees this as a 

close guide not a fixed list.    
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USD W/S USD RRP - GBP W/S GBP RRP– EURO W/S EURO RRP – AUS W/S AUS RRP   

  Premium Cactus Collection (More Sustainable and naturally more expensive process).  

 

 

 

Agents/ Distributors & Retail Partners can take Premium Vegan or Premium Cactus 

collections or both to suit you customers consumers budgets and lifestyle choices.Full 

info pack on sustainability will be given. 
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Brands James&Co. can sit with:  
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Agents, Distributors and Retail Partners:  

We will happily give you clear guides on our sustainability, James&Co. are keen to hear 

from you. There is a lot more to this brand. This profile is just a quick overview for your 

convenience. As a next step let’s talk.  

 

 

 

Initial Enquiries: Stephen Laundy   stephen@fashioncompass.co.uk 

 

 

 

info@jamesandco.com.au   


